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Catenda
- Started in 2009 as a spin-off from SINTEF Building and 
Infrastructure
- Experienced in research on and implementation of 
buildingSMART technologies.
- Vision = “Knowledge in optimal collaboration”.
- Our products is based on open standards (which we have 
helped develop).
- Has international expertise on all buildingSMART standards 
and is the only organisation with representatives in all technical 
decision groups in buildingSMART. 



Catenda /2
- 9 employees, offices in Oslo and Bergen.
- Business concept: implementation, quality assurance and 
analysis of BIM (Building Information models) and other 
buildingSMART technologies.
- Does strategic development for a number of entities in the 
construction and property industry.



The standards
- IFC: “the file format”
- bsDD (IFD): the terms
- IDM: The process. Who delivers what information to 
whom, when and in which way.
- BCF (building collaberation format): Application 
independent handling of issues (fancy, but imporant, todo-
list).
- E57: laserscans



Created by Catenda



bimsync - open BIM 
platform (IFC 
based 
modelserver++)

- UI based on 
WebGL

- New viewer 
which is quick 
even with really 
large models

- API for viewer 
and data



Powerful terms - “bsDD” Building Smart Data Dictionary
-- short: bsDD
-- ISO-standard
-- owned by buildingSMART 
international
-- the new technical 
implementation (“Peregrine”) is 
developed by Catenda
-- Purpose
contains canonical definitions of 
terms
-- -- ordered by contexts
-- -- designed so that terms have 
different names in different 
languages. Synonyms, 
descriptions etc.  
-- -- Point: know what terms 
really mean (a large and important 
problem).
Very high activity: http://www.ifd-
library.
org/images/ProductRoomWorksho
pMunich_Notes.pdf
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KnowledgeSearch-- uses bsDD



All CoBuilder products will use bsDD



Other initiatives like IFDSignOn



Message

Use open international standards for content 
when creating and collaberating today 
⇒ Real and rich data will be accumulated and 
real-world tested through the buildings life time
⇒  Todays and future practicians and tool 
makers can use it, no lock in.



Topics
● Workflows and streamlined processes for the long term archival of the 

broad spectrum of architectural data.
● Semantic enrichment with metadata. Vocabularies/ontologies will be 

specified and developed. 
● Consistent naming schemes and ontologies for architectural entities. 
● Render semantically low-level 3D architectural data meaningful and 

interpretable. 
● Dealing with point cloud data. 
● Documenting the changing state of built architecture.
● Storage of highly enriched 3D architectural data in an existing OAIS 

compliant long-term preservation system (Rosetta/OAIS) 



Other..

What is openBIM (4 min video): http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=2m_IL99WOzQ 
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